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Polar Exploration 

T HE most casual reader of the daily press 
will have noticed an increased frequency of 

references to expeditions, mostly to the Arctic, in 
recent years. Speaking broadly, before the Great 
War, interest in Great Britain in the Arctic was 
limited mainly to hunting parties and to one or 
two scientific expeditions led by senior men. Since 
the War, however, there have been some thirty 
or forty summer expeditions and half a dozen 
wintering expeditions in the north from this 
country, excluding many smaller ventures of two 
or three men in a party. More significant still, 
these have practically all been organized and 
manned by young men, usually from a university. 

We are not concerned here with the reasons for 
this remarkable change, and indeed no one reason 
will account for it. It is important to realize, how
ever, that it is not just a fashion or a cult, nor can 
it be dismissed lightly as an outlet for the energy of 
youth. Not only do the expeditions take them
selves quite seriously, but they nearly always 
attempt serious work and usually return with use
ful and important results. Youth has certainly 
won its spurs in the field of polar exploration. 

Now, as before the War, the real spiritual 
parent and patron of all exploration from Great 
Britain is the Royal Geographical Society; but in 
consequence of this new activity there has arisen 
a group of subsidiaries, in close and harmonious 
touch with the Society, who make it their business 
to foster and even direct such work. 

Perhaps the most official and permanent of these 
is the Scott Polar Research Institute at Cambridge, 
established in memory of Captain Scott. While 
its slender funds still limit its assistance to matters 
of advice on equipment and access to past records , 
it is rapidly becoming a centre at which experience 

can and does forgather. Moreover, its half-yearly 
publication, the Polar Record, does an important 
service in recording and reviewing the work done 
in the field, by all nationalities and in both the 
polar regions. The Oxford University Exploration 
Club is another organization which has for many 
years produced at least one expedition a year, and 
has seen to its results being published. It does not 
confine its activities to the polar regions. The more 
junior but numerically larger Public Schoolboys 
Exploration Society is yet another, with aims 
somewhat similar to those of the senior organiza
tions. Worthy of mention also, though not as 
directly fostering exploration, are the Antarctic 
Club, formed in 1924, and the Arctic Club, formed 
in 1932. These are social clubs only, and their 
functions serve as happy reunions of a private 
character. 

The real backbone of financial support comes 
from none of these, however, for their resources 
are very limited, but from an innumerable and 
unnameable series of sources which have no 
publicity nor do they seek it. These are learned 
societies, colleges and institutions, and travel 
funds , as well as private individuals who come 
forward with grants so that the expense to the 
actual members of an expedition shall not be 
prohibitive. 

There has been a small measure of criticism of 
this somewhat fortuitous method of financing 
expeditions. It is urged that there would be more 
efficiency and less wastage if there were some 
general fund. It is pointed out that expeditions 
and even parent organizations are liable to become 
rivals for private favours and public subscriptions. 

There are two answers to these criticisms. In 
the first place, the freedom in the present 
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arrangement, whereby anyone with a keen desire to 
explore can find ways and means to do so, is not 
to be lightly given up. A regimenting of such 
desire would often strangle it at birth. Secondly, 
the reason for the support now available is almost 
always personal. A college or a parent or a travel 
fund rarely thinks of the abstract cause of ex
ploration or science when it makes a grant ; it is 
considering only the training or the reward of a 
likely individual. Much of the money now sending 
young men to live arduously in the polar regions 
would never be available as a subscription to a 
General Exploration Fund, however fine its aims 
or dignified its management. That there is need 
of a fund of another character will be shown later, 
but there is no overwhelming case for a general 
exploration fund for the provision of these junior 
expeditions. 

Next in the list of current criticisms comes the 
remark sometimes heard that the scientific work 
is not of a very high order. It is quite true that the 
range and depth of scientific work on, say, the 
H. G. Watkins' Expedition to Greenland, was not 
comparable with that of the Wegener Expedition, 
there at the same time. This was partly due to a 
difference of aim and of resources, but mainly of 
selection, the Germans being established scientific 
workers of experience and maturity, the English
men being beginners or amateurs ; in one t.he 
object was avowedly scientific, in the other 
exploration was the chief aim. 

Incidentally, it has been suggested in some 
quarters that in polar exploration science is made 
the cloak for adventure. This is undoubtedly true 
to some extent, and some leaders have even been 
hypocritical about their aims in this respect, in 
order to get support. Such practices would, of 
course, defeat their own object in the end ; but 
since it usually means that the scientific workers 
they do take are doubly keen, one can scarcely 
say that serious harm is done. In any event, it 
is open to question whether love of travel can 
really be divorced from any field-science, and if 
we elect to regard travel-eagerness as something 
trifling or unworthy, then we shall have to include 
Darwin and Wallace in our criticism. 

Granting that some of the scientific work done 
is low in value-inevitable when juniors form so 
large a proportion of the workers-can we say we 
are satisfied with the organization of the work 
and the use made of it ? 

This is probably the weakest point in the present 
type of expedition, and there has been a case or 

two which calls for criticism. To regard a visit 
to the polar regions as part of a scientific training 
is well enough, but to take it as the whole training 
is far from well. There have been instances of 
young men who, with the sketchiest of training 
at home, have carried out their investigations in 
strange places and thereby acquired an authority 
in their science which is far from sound. This is 
not confined to the polar regions of course, and 
in the long run does not necessarily lower the 
prestige of science. It is not, in our opinion, so 
vital a criticism as the corollary to it, namely, 
that a very large proportion of the work done in 
the field is never published, and much of t.he 
collecting is lost to all but a small circle. 

The blame for this must be shared between the 
authorities who lend their support to the ex
pedition, the men themselves, and the scientific 
public. It is still somewhat unusual to find a 
leader looking beyond the end of his expedition 
and considering means of publishing his results. 
There have been some notable exceptions, and one 
may be permitted to single out some of the ex
peditions organized by the Oxford University 
Exploration Club, which have, by hook or by 
crook, published fairly full accounts of their work 
in the proceedings of learned societies. At the 
same time, some of the less-known expeditions 
with equally valuable work have been unable to 
get their work published, from lack of money or 
influence. 

There is, in fact, a very strong case here for a 
General Publication Fund, the officers or trustees of 
which would receive applications for aid in publica
tion. Much of the work is best placed in the journals 
of societies, but some is not quite suitable. The 
workers themselves should in any event see that 
their notes, if not published, are preserved in an 
appropriate place, such as a learned society or 
the Scott Polar Research Institute. 

There is yet another criticism which has appeared 
in print and should be met. It has been asserted 
that the parties do not go far enough afield, being 
limited practically to the longitudes from West 
Greenland to Spitzbergen. It should be realized 
that there is not a single part of the Arctic except 
Arctic Canada which is under the jurisdiction of 
the British. It is therefore only with the permission 
of Denmark, Norway and Iceland that these parts 
have been visited. Those countries have been 
very generous indeed in the past with permission, 
and the case for any reluctance they have shown 
has never been fairly stated on their behalf. They, 
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in common with Canada, have never really objected 
to properly authorized expeditions with a good 
and definite purpose. Nevertheless, since they 
must share some of the responsibility for the safety 
of the party as well as for the character of the 
work done, they do insist on support and author
ization from responsible bodies. It is to be feared 
that there have been cases where a body has 
supported an individual or an expedition without 
sufficiently careful inquiry into antecedents and 
suitability for the work. 

To sum up, it will have been evident that the 
post-War spate of polar exploration has been 
spontaneous and has all the merits and demerits 
of spontaneity. There is reason for a measure 
of control in so far as thorough inquiry into 

prospective expeditions goes, but over-control is 
likely to dry up the enthusiasm and the freedom 
of selection which has been such a marked feature 
of the work. 

The authorities who support expeditions are to 
be congratulated on the results so far ; but it is 
to be hoped they will realize the necessity for a 
helping as well as a guiding hand in the matter 
of putting the results gained to the best use. 
Last and by no means least, our admiration is due 
to the comparatively small band of leaders of 
these expeditions who have triumphed over a 
myriad difficulties even before reaching their goal, 
and who, when there, have in nearly every case 
set an example to their men of enthusiasm, hard 
work and cheerfulness. 

Protection against Air Raids 
Civil Defence : 
a Practical Manual presenting with Working 
Drawings the Methods required for Adequate 
Protection against Aerial Attack. By Capt. C. W. 
Glover. Pp. xx+308. (London: Chapman and 
Hall, Ltd., 1938.) 15s. net. 

THE title of Captain Glover's book is some-
what misleading. He has written a manual 

containing many useful tables, facts, diagrams 
and illustrations which deal almost entirely with 
the protection of human beings, and to some 
extent of animals, against air attack. Civil defence, 
however, embraces many other urgent problems. 
The protection of men and women, especially 
those whose work enables the nation to resist an 
enemy, is an essential part of civil defence. But 
the supply of food and the maintenance of trans
port for its distribution ; provision of electricity 
for essential works ; continued output of aircraft ; 
armament and other factories of national impor
tance; the storage and import of oil; and safety 
and repair of the utility services ; all are as much a 
part of civil defence as the protection of human 
life. Within this limited aspect, however, Captain 
Glover deals with many problems ; and although 
the general reader may perhaps be put off by the 
jazz paper cover, which depicts a nightmare of 
steel cupolas, underground tube shelters, gas-proof 
doors and batteries of air filters, the bolder A.R.P. 
instructors, engineers and workers will find much 
that will be of use to them in the book. 

Mter a chapter on the probable forms of attack, 
which includes an interesting statistical summary 

of the raids made on London in 1915-18, and a 
description of the various types of bombs and 
their effect, Captain Glover goes fully into the 
question of gas. Some 300,000 substances were 
investigated during the Great War of 1914-18, 
and of the dozen or so that were adopted as being 
of practical use, about six were notably successful. 
Of these, the vesicants, such as mustard gas, 
caused the greatest casualties per ton used. On 
an average, it took 500 lb. of H.E. or 60 lb. of 
mustard to disable one man, but the ratio of 
deaths to total casualties was twelve times less 
for gas than for non-gas cases. He therefore 
deduces that gas warfare is both effective and 
humane, and must be expected to play an impor
tant part in future wars. Details of gas-proof 
rooms, filter appliances, gas masks, emergency 
lighting and the cost of the gas and fire-fighting 
appliances sold by a variety of firms are given. 

The second half of the book deals with buildings, 
trenches and shelters. Of buildings, those which 
are multi-story, steel-framed or of reinforced 
concrete are considered the most suitable both 
for resistance and for containing shelter accom
modation. Provided the walls are splinter-proof, 
that is, 12 inches of ferro-concrete or 14 inches of 
brick, the ground floor in buildings without base
ments is recommended as the best level for a 
shelter, and the stair well gives the greatest 
protection. But the floor above the shelter must, 
as in basements, be capable of holding up the 
debris that may fall on it. The author favours the 
Swiss standard of strength required for these 
shelter roofs, which is considerably in excess of 
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